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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS WHEN BUYING A STEAM
STERILIZER

About 70 - 80% of the cost of a new steam sterilizer will be in the pressure vessel.
The vessel comprises the chamber, jacket and door. The sterilizer includes the fully
operational vessel, plumbed, wired and fitted with the controller. Customers can
expect pressure vessels to have useful lives of up to 30 years, so the vessel
selected deserves thoughtful consideration.

Is the vessel of cylindrical or rectangular shape?

The PRIMUS rectangular vessel is constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel with
full re-enforcing channels in accordance with the ASME design code. In the smaller
sizes, PRIMUS sterilizers use about one third less energy to generate steam than
cylindrical styles. Cylindrical vessels have excess volume-to-usable space ratios.
They consume more steam and electricity and their cycles are usually longer
because of the excess unusable volume.

Is the vessel fully jacketed?

A PRIMUS vessel is fully jacketed to keep the chamber walls uniformly warm thus
reducing condensation (one cause of wet packs). This provides uniform chamber
surface temperatures. Some vessel manufacturers eliminate the full jacket and run
steam only through the chamber’s channel reinforcements. This partial jacket, while
certainly less expensive to manufacture, does not provide the uniform chamber
surface temperature achieved with a full jacket, and can increase chamber
condensation.
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What material is the chamber fabricated from?

As a standard feature, PRIMUS chambers and doors are fabricated of solid 316L
stainless steel with the jacket made of 304 stainless. Scratch a PRIMUS chamber and
you still have stainless steel. Some competitors’ vessels use mild steel for the jacket
and the chamber, with a thin cladding of nickel on the chamber interior surface.
Scratch a nickel-clad chamber and you expose mild steel, which will oxidize and form
rust.  After a period of use, the nickel develops a rough greenish layer of nickel-oxide.

Is the door simple and safe?

PRIMUS utilizes an inherently safe sliding door design that completely captures the
door to the vessel in a picture-frame arrangement. The simple counter-balance design
enables fingertip operation. PRIMUS doors have the added advantage of preventing
operator burns by keeping the door behind a panel and protecting the door gasket
from damage by loading equipment.

As for maintenance… the traditional hinged door has over 200 parts to maintain and
keep in adjustment!

What is the chamber finish?

PRIMUS polishes its 316L stainless chamber to a finish measuring better than 10Ra.
This Pri-Mirror® reflective finish presents a hostile environment that will not harbor
microorganisms. The Pri-Mirror® finish will not oxidize and is easy to keep in like-new
condition. Cylindrical chamber interiors are not normally visible. They are hidden from
view by the square chamber insert that also acts as a shelf holder and baffle. Other
vessels with rectangular stainless chambers utilize a coarse bead blast to cover weld
marks and discoloration, but stain quickly. Because of porosity, they are almost
impossible to clean.
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What cycles are offered?

No need to pay extra for a high vacuum cycle. The standard PRIMUS sterilizer
includes gravity, vacuum, liquids and vacuum test cycles as standard features. Other
manufacturers require many of these standard PRIMUS features to be ordered at a
significant additional cost.

What controls are offered?

The PRIMUS PSS5 controller is the workhorse of the industry. Introduced in 1981,
(the first microprocessor to be used on a sterilizer), it continues to be a popular
controller for both new and refurbished sterilizers. The PSS5 is selected for its
reliability and simplicity of operation. Eight programmed cycles are available at the
push of a button. Cycle data is displayed on a digital display. Cycle phases, progress
and any alarms are printed on an impact or thermal printer.

Other PRIMUS controller platforms include the PSS8, PSS7, and PSS9 for those
customers who need added cycles and special processing features.

What about maintenance and service?

PRIMUS has engineered service out of the design wherever possible. When parts are
required, purchase genuine parts directly from PRIMUS to arrive within 24 hours.
Service is usually just a simple parts replacement, but if an outside service technician
is required, a local PRIMUS Authorized Service Agent (ASA) can be available to help.

Training

PRIMUS also provides a best-in-class steam sterilizer school several times each year
at its Training Center in Omaha, Nebraska. The three day course teaches PRIMUS
Authorized Service Agents (ASA), in-house maintenance technicians, and first
responders how to keep PRIMUS sterilizers in tip-top shape and running at peak
efficiency at the lowest possible cost.


